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Abstract- The demand on home automated gadgets, augmented 

wearables and self-driving vehicles are high in recent years. 

These technologies use the concept of semantic segmentation. 

This methodology includes by taking each and every pixel, that 

is each pixel might belongs to any group and also be monitored 

in the real-time applications. Even though there is greater data 

sets availability and various algorithms of Machine Learning 

(ML) outlines the performances of such applications. For 

classifying the images in space along with various considerable 

segmented regions there exists many Neural Networks. It 

includes with SegNet or Complete CNN to do multiple class 

classification. In this paper work, we used recently proposed 

ENet model (Efficient Neural Network) which is specifically 

modelled for the tasks which requires less latency operations. 

This model is 18x times faster, used least number of flops i.e. 

75x less and utilizes minimum number of parameter i.e.79X 

less. The recommended method practically utilizes Cityscapes 

database and the outcomes are compared with other 

traditional techniques. We also provided the performance 

measurements by using ENet on the embedded systems, which 

is mainly required to improve software’s that could make ENet 

very speedy. We have not used any post processing, as it 

reduces the CNN’s performance, but however you may include 

as a step to attain many accurate outcomes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the fields of image processing and computer vision, the 

semantic segmentation is treated as one of the important 

applications. It is usually applied in various fields such as in 

medical and intelligence transportation. Particularly various 

data sets are provided to researchers to investigate their 

algorithms. Semantic segmentation was studying from many 

years. With the availability of Deep Neural Networks 

(DNN), the semantic segmentation results a best progress. 

On the basis of computer vision’s background, Semantic 

segmentation as a major challenge performs the process of 

segmentation on any kind of image. During segmentation 

process it divides an image into different regions including 

objects such as sceneries, dog and human as well [1]. Along 

this segmentation is somehow depth while comparing with 

detection of objects because there is no need to use detection 

in segmentation. Specifically, mankind does image 

segmentation without object detection. This is the major part 

to study the process in visual manner which produces a 

robust method and to use that method for improving the 

available techniques in computer vision [2]. 

At present, the field of computer vision is facing the issue 

regarding semantic segmentation. In deeper situations, it is 

considered as high-level task which deals the way to analyse 

the overall situation. It is intended to study the situation 

concerning the problem existing in computer vision is 

highlighted by the fact that more the applications results in 

obtain awareness over imagery. Some applications include 

vehicles with self-driving, communication between a human 

and system etc. With the emergence of the concept of deep 

learning many issues regarding semantic segmentation are 

solved by applying deep architectures, often Convolutional 

Neural networks, extends the rest of the models with better 

rate of accuracy and efficiency [3].Such algorithm includes 

with detection of roads markings, finding tumours, and 

detecting medical instruments in surgery, colon based 

cryptographic segmentation. Various segmentation 

applications related to medical field can be stored. In 

contrast, non-semantic segmentation will group the pixels of 

image together based on common characteristics of single 

objects. Hence it is defined in improper way like the 

others.With this it results in two issues and those are i) 

neighbouring pixels of same class might belonging to 

different object’s instances and ii) the regions are not 

belonging to the similar object instance [4]. Semantic 

segmentation is very powerful when compared to 

conventional segmentation. The primary purpose of 

semantic segmentation is self-driving cars which are 

included in this study. The rest of the applications involves 

Geo Sensing, Autonomous driving, Face segmentation, 

Fashion i.e. parsing cloths, Precision farming. The aim of 

this paper is finding, studying on what that image has at 

pixel level and is shown in Figure 1 (left: input image, right: 

segmented image). The previous algorithm only performs 

either binary or multi segmentation but do not assign the 

labels of that classes of multiple kinds. For this image or a 

video stream is given as an input and as an output there 

given an image which has different regions with various 

classes [5]. 

  

Figure 1: Semantic Segmentation 
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II. RECENT WORKS 

The Cityscapes Dataset [6] is like a benchmark that 

concentrates on semantic analysing the images of urban 

streets. It includes 30 classes in and over 5000 images that 

are fine annotated which are gathered from the 50 cities. In 

addition to this, the observed time period is took many 

months.  Figure. 2 represents a fine-annotated image. 

 

Figure2: A fine annotated image from Cityscapes 

The deconvolution network utilized in [7] comprises of 

deconvolution and also un-pooling layers, which detects 

labels of class, based on pixel wise and predicts the 

segmentation masks. In contrast FCN in the paper [8], it is 

applied on every object proposals in order to get the 

instance-wise segmentations integrated for the last semantic 

segmentation. In Paper [8] there was already applied the 

same strategy which is so called as Atrous Convolution’ or 

‘Hole Convolution’ or ‘dilated convolution’.In [9], there 

presented a single module that uses dilated convolutions for 

valuating multi-scale contextual data in proper way. The 

model relies on dilated convolutions which support 

expansion of exponential receptive field with no loss in 

resolution or also in coverage. Because dilated convolution 

contains artefacts, paper [10] develops a model named as 

dilated residual networks (DRN) to ignore those artefacts 

and then enhances the network’s performance. In the 

domain of semantic image segmentation paper [11] 

segments a network with the conventional multi-scale image 

input and sliding pyramid pooling which can increases the 

performance effectively.  This architecture holds the context 

of patch-background.Likewise, Deep lab implements an 

image pyramid structure [12] that extracts some multi-scale 

features by feeding the various resized input images in 

heterogeneous deep network. At the end of every deep 

network, the resultant features are combined to do 

classification on pixel-wise. CNN is considered as feature 

extractor [13]. Nevertheless, the data in this layer is not 

suitable for high prediction. In contrast, the previous layers 

may be exact in localization, but unable to capture 

semantics. 

1. Semantic Segmentation 

Semantic segmentation models are usually modelled and 

presented in this paper. Besides we also presented complete 

state-of-art-methods. Hence it allows us to deploy the other 

models. Since almost all these have same underlying 

requirements, settings and flow. Followed the same model 

of feature extraction along with the multi-scale processing. 

Hence it is easy to implement and train from end-to-end. 

Your option of using depends on your specification 

regarding accuracy or speed or memory.The structure of the 

M-CNN network is shown in Figure 3 and semantic 

segmentation from natural language expression in Figure 

4.Figure 5 shows the representative segmentation pipeline of 

traditional architecture. 

 

 

 

1.1 Algorithms 

Clustering Algorithms - These algorithms can be applied 

directly on the pixels. There are two clustering algorithms; 

one is k-means and other is mean-shift algorithm. K-means is 

general-purpose clustering algorithm that requires clusters 

group which are provided earlier. Initially it randomly 

positions k-centroids in a feature space. Mean-shift algorithm 

it assigns each data pixel to its neighbouring centroid and 

shifts that centroid towards cluster’s center and continues the 

process until the required criteria get satisfied [14]. Graph 

Based Image Segmentation – These algorithms interpret 
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some pixels such as vertices and weights of the edge is 

considered as a measure of colour deviation [15]. Random 

Walks - This relates to algorithms of graph-based image 

segmentation. This kind of image segmentation usually 

works as: seed pixels are located in image for various objects 

in that. Watershed Segmentation - This takes an image with a 

Grayscale and also interprets the same image as a height 

map. Minimum values are stated on catchment basis and a 

maximum value which exists between the both catchment 

basins is said as a watershed. It represents that those regions 

must keep in dark on images with Grayscale. It starts to 

finish the total basins from lower point. A watershed can be 

detected when there is meeting of dual basins is done. This 

paradigm exits when it reaches highest point.Initially these 

are presented in [16]. This classifier type applies some 

techniques called ensemble learning where there will be 

training of many classifiers done together with the 

combination of its integration. Another technique of the 

ensemble learning is bagging. The classifiers are considered 

as a decision tree in the context of Random Decision Forests. 

SVMs- There are known for well-examined classifiers which 

are to be explained with five central ideas. For such thoughts, 

the training data is represented as (Pi, Qi) where Pi is a 

feature vector and Qi∈ {−1, 1} the binary label for training 

example i∈ {1... n}. 

3.2 Neural Networks  

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are the classifiers 

derived from biologic neurons. Each single neuron 

(artificial) contains inputs that are weighted and summed up 

too. Next neuron try to apply the activation function for that 

weighted sum and provides output. Various neural networks 

regarding ideas over regularization, best algorithms of 

reduction and existed models and so on. We are not 

providing the summary of its description here. But we 

highlighted few of the breakthroughs.  Alex Krizhevsky et 

al. in there may be high optimization towards parameters 

that must be learned when there is issue in imagery. A major 

thought is that clever regularization called as a dropout 

training. It keeps the outputs of neurons in random way to 

zero while training. 

IV. E-NET ARCHITECTURE 

The network architecture of E-Net is shown in Figure 6. It 

contains multiple stages, and are highlighted by horizontal 

lines and the starting digit after every block.  The image size 

of output image is of 512 X 512. This architecture adopts 

ResNet[17] describes a single main branch and extensions 

with convolutional filters which separate from it and then 

merge back with element wise addition as given in Figure 

7.b.  

In our paper, we used deep learning ENet architectures to 

perform semantic segmentation. It helps in applying on both 

the images and videos as well. The key benefit with ENet is 

that it is 18 times speedy, need only some parameters and 

provide better accuracy when compared with the rest of the 

models. The model size is only 4mb. In the case of 

execution period single pass consumes 0.2 seconds in CPU. 

 

 

Other models which performs similar task are Alex Net, 

VGG-16, Google Net and ResNet.  This model is trained 

based on the instances of classes like Road, Side-walk, 

Buildings, and Vehicles and so on. We used the packages 

such as numpy, argparse, imutils, time and OpenCV in our 

work. ENet architecture utilizes very fewer parameters, 

consumes less space around 1 MB of memory. The primary 

phases of semantic segmentation involve classification, 

localization or detection and eventually semantic 

segmentation. This method can be applied on both images 

and videos. 
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In Figure 8, we have taken a sample image and the result 

of semantic segmentation of this work is shown in Figure 

8.b. Similar to this, we can get the legendary colours (up to 

20) for the image as shown in Figure 8.c. This work can also 

applicable to videos, the sample frames shown in Figure 9. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Semantic segmentation is very important in the analysis 

of image content and also object detection in the same 

image. The Difference between segmentation and semantic 

segmentation is that, traditional algorithms are used for 

segmenting the input images into different regions without 

knowing anything about. For instance, usual graph cuts, 

super pixels and so on. Many other applications includes 

Geo Sensing, Autonomous driving, Face segmentation, 

Fashion i.e. parsing cloths, Precision farming. In this paper, 

traditional works of semantic segmentation are discussed. 

For this, to earlier work there used neural networks to object 

detection in real times. Besides we also concentrated on 

feature detection that can be used for pipeline segmentation 

to obtain the outcomes of segmentation. Later, we provided 

the work related to deep learning by using E-net architecture 

to perform segmentation. Additionally we included the 

outcomes of E-net architecture for the automatic driving 

vehicle. Enhancing the efficiency and performance of those 

paradigms are considered as our further work in future. 
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